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A M A P  O F  T H E  U N I V E R S E  

After seven years of hard work, a milestone in astronomical 

history has been reached in this great photographic Sky Survey 

T HE FIRST PHOTOGRAPHS from their giant atlas 
of the universe bere rcleaaed this summer l)y the h a -  

tional Geographic Society and the Palomar Observatory. 
The 200 photographic prints went out to nearly 100 
scientific institutions and observatories around the 
world-subscribers to this unique atlas which will con- 
siat of 1,758 pictures providing a (:ornprehensi~e portrait 
of the heavens as they exist in the 1950's. 

Millions of galaxies, stars, and clusters of btars far 
out beyond the Milky Way are pictured in detail in the 
atlas. Many of the space regions hale  never been seen 
by astronomers before, and scientists hardly exaggerate 
when they say that, with the new atlas, astronomers have 
a century of study before them. 

Every photograph in this Sk) Surxey ha5 been taken 
with the 48-inch Schmidt telescope. Designed primarily 
as a scouting raniera for the larger telescopes. the 48- 
inch has proved ideal for the Survey. because though i t  
can reach only about one-third a3 far  as the 200-inch 
telescope, its w ide-angle v iewing power co\ ers 500 times 
more sky. By 1956, when i t  niakes its last picture for 
the Survey. the 48-hich v\ilI ha\e taken sexen years to 
cover every patch of the ekj that can be reached from 
Palomar Observatory. With the 200-i1ivh telescop~ this 
job v+ould take almo?t 5.000 years, 

For the Sky Survey, 1 1  x -1 1-inch plates are used in 
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the Big Sdmiidt. Covering the three-quarters of the 
skj  pictured in the atlab requires 879 of these large 
plates. Two photographs are taken of each field in quick 
succ:ession- one reck-ensitii e. vs itli an tbxposure time of 
from lo to 60 minuter; one blue-sensiti~e, exposed from 
10 to 15 .minutes. Thebe exposure timea were chosen to 
reach the faintes-t stars vthich can be recorded by the 
instrument. (comparison of 1 he t ~ v  o color plates allows 
astrunomers to measure star colura and to pinpoint faint 
objects for later observation with more powerful tele- 
scopes. Length of exposure plus the extreme speed 

u 2 . 5 )  a n d  p a t  light-gathering povser of the tele- 
arope makes it po.411Ie to record stars down t o  a bright- 
ness of 1/1.000.000 of the faintest star that can Le wen 
vsith the naked eye. 

A very thin, fragile glass. .0-M inches thick, is used 
for the photographic plates. Each plate is examined 
after exposure 1 9 -  the observer at Palomar for flal~ri in 
the emulsion. motiun of the image during exposure, 
error in the fociis of the telescope or even slight blur- 
rills of the star irnages ilne to disturbances of the air 
alxn c the telesropv. 

Plates are then sent to Calterh where Dr. Rudolph 
Minkowski. who has directed the Sky Survey sinre its 
Leginnii~g. eexami~lea them once more and has the final 
derbision on rejection or acceptance. 
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